You’re no hero.
You’re an adventurer:
a reaver,
a cutpurse,
a heathen-slayer,
a tight-lipped warlock
guarding long-dead secrets.
You seek gold and glory,
winning it with sword and spell,
caked in the blood and filth of the
weak, the dark, the demons,
and the vanquished.
There are treasures to be won
deep underneath, and you shall
have them...

DCC RPG StaRteR RuleS
These starter rules were written specifically to introduce judges and players to the DCC RPG system.
In some areas, rules have been condensed and simplified. These rules will serve primarily to get characters through their first level 0 adventure and their first level 1 adventure. Although the rules go up to
level 2, you won’t have the full play experience until you buy the core rulebook. This starter document
should be enough for you to realize how much fun the game is. For the full DCC experience and play
at levels up to 10th, please refer to the Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG rulebook!

THE CORE MECHANIC

T

he core mechanic in DCC RPG is the d20 roll. You
will frequently be asked to roll 1d20 and add or
subtract modifiers. The goal is to roll high and beat
a DC (Difficulty Class). Sometimes the DC will have specific
terms, such as an Armor Class, or AC, which is a combat
variety of a DC. A higher DC is more difficult to beat, and a
better-armored creature has a higher AC.
If you roll equal to or higher than the DC (or AC), you succeed. Otherwise, you fail.
A roll of 1 is an automatic failure and often results in a fumbling failure of some kind.
A roll of 20 is an automatic hit and often results in a critical
success of some kind.
Occasionally, a character may roll a die other than 1d20
when acting. 1d16, 1d24, and even 1d30 are used for weaker
or stronger warriors and spellcasters.
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THE DICE CHAIN

O

ne of the most fun aspects of using funky dice is
getting to roll those dice! Many traditional RPGs
utilize modifiers to dice rolls as a way to express
improved success or failure in an action. For example, an attack with an off-hand weapon may incur a -4 penalty.
DCC RPG utilizes this traditional modifier system but also
employs a system of swapping out die types. Although d20
is the core die mechanic in the game, there are times when
the player may be instructed to roll a d16 or a d24 instead,
depending on whether the action has an improved or reduced chance of success. The system for moving “up and
down” different die types is known as the dice chain.
The dice chain is represented as follows:
d3 – d4 – d5 – d6 – d7 – d8 – d10 – d12 – d14 – d16 – d20 – d24 – d30
Whenever the rules instruct the player to use an improved
die, his dice choice moves one step to the right, culminating

in a d30 (the largest die that can be used). When the rules
instruct the player to use a reduced die, his dice choice moves
one step to the left, culminating in a d3 (the smallest die that
can be used). Multiple steps can switch the die type two or
more steps, and combined improved and reduced results
can offset each other. Modifiers to the roll (such as +1 or -2)
are applied to the result on the new die type.

HOW IS THIS GAME
DIFFERENT FROM WHAT I
HAVE PLAYED BEFORE?
If you are familiar with the d20 system (3.0 and 3.5):
• DCC RPG does not have prestige classes, attacks of opportunity, feats, or skill points.
• Classes and races are one and the same. You are a wizard or an elf.

WEIRD DICE
This game utilizes polyhedrons of unusual shapes. Specifically, it utilizes the standard suite of dice, as well as what the
author refers to as “Zocchi dice.” As an experienced gamer,
you undoubtedly own a d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, and d20. DCC
RPG also makes use of Zocchi dice in the following configurations: d3, d5, d7, d14, d16, d24, and d30. You can purchase
these weird dice sets from many online retailers, including
Goodman Games.
You can still roll with regular polyhedral dice.
It is easy to substitute for the “weird dice” with a regular
dice set. For a d3, roll 1d6 and divide by two. For a d7, roll
1d8 and re-roll on an 8. For d14 or d16, roll d20 and ignore
rolls above the die-facing threshold. For d24, roll 1d12 and
1d6; if the 6-sider is odd, add 12 to the 1d12 roll. And so on.

CHaRaCteR
CReatION

If you are familiar with various iterations of AD&D:
• DCC RPG uses an ascending armor class system. A normal, unarmored peasant is AC 10, while a warrior in
plate mail is AC 18.
• Attacks, saves, and skill checks all involve rolling 1d20,
adding modifiers, and trying to beat a number.
• There are three saving throws: Fortitude, Reflex, and
Willpower.
No matter what edition you’ve played before:
• Clerics turn creatures that are unholy to their religion.
This may include un-dead and other creatures.
• All spells are cast with a spell check, where the caster rolls
1d20, adds certain modifiers, and tries to score high. The
higher the roll the more effective the result. Each spell has
a unique chart that adjudicates the spell’s results.
• Wizards may or may not lose their spells after a casting.
A low result means the wizard cannot cast the spell again
that day. On a high result, he can cast the spell again.
• Cleric spellcasting works differently from wizard casting. Clerics never lose a spell when it’s cast. However,
when a cleric casts any spell and fails in his attempt,
he may increase his “natural failure range.” By the end
of the day, a cleric may automatically fail on more rolls
than just a natural 1.
• There is a critical hit matrix. Higher-level characters and
martial characters generate critical hits more often and
roll on more deadly result tables.
• You can burn off ability scores to enhance dice rolls. All
characters can burn Luck, and wizards and elves can
burn other abilities.

I

n DCC RPG, player characters are not created by
staying up all night devising a unique and interesting backstory. You roll up level-0 untrained
and uneducated peasants and play that unique backstory
out. We highly suggest each player roll up multiple 0-level
characters – at least three, possibly more. Don’t get attached.
Characters that survive their first dungeon then choose
classes and become worth remembering.
Character creation in the DCC RPG follows these steps:
1 Determine ability scores; 3d6 in order for each. Note
ability modifiers on Table 1-1. The abilities are: Strength,
Agility, Stamina, Intelligence, Personality, Luck.
2 Determine hit points; roll 1d4, adjusted by Stamina
modifier.
3 Determine Lucky Sign; roll 1d30, adjusted by Luck
modifier on Table 1-2. The resultant Lucky Roll modifier
associated with that Lucky Sign is permanent and does
not change later when Luck is spent.
4 Determine 0-level occupation; roll 1d100 on Table 1-3.
This result will tell include the character’s 0-level starting weapon and trade goods.
5 Choose an alignment.
6 Determine starting money; roll 5d12 copper pieces.
7 0-Level characters come with some starting equipment,
including occupation weapon and trade goods, and one
randomly determined piece of equipment from Table
3-3. Level-0 characters may also purchase or barter additional equipment, if able.
8 Attempt to survive your first dungeon. If you survive
and reach 10 XP, you advance to 1st level. At this point,
you choose a class.
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